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QUESTION 1

You are setting up a proof of concept (POC) and need to quickly establish a secure between an on-

premises data center and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). 

Which OCI service should you implement? 

A. VCN Peering 

B. FastConnect 

C. Internet Gateway 

D. IPSec VPN 

Correct Answer: D 

You can set up a single IPSec VPN with a simple layout that you might use for a proof of concept (POC). 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Network/Tasks/settingupIPsec.htm 

It is possible to set up a site-to-site Virtual Private Network (VPN) Connection between your on- premises network (a
data center or corporate LAN) and your Oracle virtual cloud network (VCN) over a secure encrypted VPN. The VPN
connection uses industry-standard IPSec protocols. The Oracle service that provides site-to-site connectivity is named
VPN Connect (also referred to as an IPSec VPN). Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-
us/iaas/Content/Network/Tasks/managingIPsec.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a mission-critical application which requires to be globally available at all times. Which deployment strategy
should you adopt? 

A. Use multiple Fault Domains In each Availability Domain in each Region. 

B. Use multiple Availability Domains In one Region. 

C. Use multiple Fault Domains In one Region. 

D. Use multiple Fault Domains in any Availability Domain in multiple Regions. 

Correct Answer: A 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure is hosted in regions and availability domains. A region is a localized geographic area, and
an availability domain is one or more data centers located within a region. A region is composed of one or more
availability domains. Regions are independent of other regions and can be separated by vast distances--across
countries or even continents. 

Availability domains are isolated from each other, fault tolerant, and very unlikely to fail simultaneously. Because
availability domains do not share infrastructure such as power or cooling, or the internal availability domain network, a
failure at one availability domain within a region is unlikely to impact the availability of the others within the same region.
Fault domain is a grouping of hardware and infrastructure within an availability domain. Each availability domain
contains three fault domains. Fault domains provide anti-affinity: they let you distribute your instances so that the
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instances are not on the same physical hardware within a single availability domain. A hardware failure or Compute
hardware maintenance event that affects one fault domain does not affect instances in other fault domains. In addition,
the physical hardware in a fault domain has independent and redundant power supplies, which prevents a failure in the
power supply hardware within one fault domain from affecting other fault domains. 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/General/Concepts/regions.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

You were recently assigned to manage a project to deploy Oracle E-Business Suite on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
(OCI). The application will require a database, several servers, and a shared file system. Which three OCI services are
best suited for this project? 

A. OCI virtual or Bare Metal DB Systems 

B. OCI Streaming Service 

C. Object Storage Service 

D. Virtual Machine (VM) or Bare Metal (BM) compute Instances 

E. File Storage Service 

F. Oracle Container Engine for Kubernetes 

Correct Answer: ADE 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/solutions/deploy-ebusiness-suite-oci/index.html#GUID-0CA881FD-
D96F-4885BC77-62E3A66EFF95 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement about Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) shared security model is true? 

A. You are responsible for managing security controls within the physical OCI network. 

B. You are not responsible for any aspect of security in OCI. 

C. You are responsible for securing all data that you place in OCI D. You are responsible for securing the hypervisor
within OCI Compute service. 

Correct Answer: C 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure offers best-in-class security technology and operational processes to secure its enterprise
cloud services. However, for you to securely run your workloads in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, you must be aware of
your security and compliance responsibilities. By design, Oracle provides security of cloud infrastructure and operations
(cloud operator access controls, infrastructure security patching, and so on), and you are responsible for securely
configuring your cloud resources. Security in the cloud is a shared responsibility between you and Oracle. In a shared,
multi-tenant compute environment, Oracle is responsible for the security of the underlying cloud infrastructure (such as
data-center facilities, and hardware and software systems) and you are responsible for securing your workloads and
configuring your services (such as compute, network, storage, and database) securely. In a fully isolated, single-tenant,
bare metal server with no Oracle software on it, your responsibility increases as you bring the entire software stack
(operating systems and above) on which you deploy your applications. In this environment, you are responsible for
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securing your workloads, and configuring your services (compute, network, storage, database) securely, and ensuring
that the software components that you run on the bare metal servers are configured, deployed, and managed securely.
More specifically, your and Oracle\\'s responsibilities can be divided into the following areas: Identity and Access
Management (IAM): As with all Oracle cloud services, you should protect your cloud access credentials and set up
individual user accounts. You are responsible for managing and reviewing access for your own employee accounts and
for all activities that occur under your tenancy. Oracle is responsible for providing effective IAM services such as identity
management, authentication, authorization, and auditing. Workload Security: You are responsible for protecting and
securing the operating system and application layers of your compute instances from attacks and compromises. This
protection includes patching applications and operating systems, operating system configuration, and protection against
malware and network attacks. Oracle is responsible for providing secure images that are hardened and have the latest
patches. Also, Oracle makes it simple for you to bring the same third-party security solutions that you use today. Data
Classification and Compliance: You are responsible for correctly classifying and labeling your data and meeting any
compliance obligations. Also, you are responsible for auditing your solutions to ensure that they meet your compliance
obligations. Host Infrastructure Security: You are responsible for securely configuring and managing your compute
(virtual hosts, containers), storage (object, local storage, block volumes), and platform (database configuration)
services. Oracle has a shared responsibility with you to ensure that the service is optimally configured and secured. This
responsibility includes hypervisor security and the configuration of the permissions and network access controls
required to ensure that hosts can communicate correctly and that devices are able to attach or mount the correct
storage devices. Network Security: You are responsible for securely configuring network elements such as virtual
networking, load balancing, DNS, and gateways. Oracle is responsible for providing a secure network infrastructure.
Client and Endpoint Protection: Your enterprise uses various hardware and software systems, such as mobile devices
and browsers, to access your cloud resources. You are responsible for securing all clients and endpoints that you allow
to access Oracle Cloud Infrastructure services. Physical Security: Oracle is responsible for protecting the global
infrastructure that runs all of the services offered in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. This infrastructure consists of the
hardware, software, networking, and facilities that run Oracle Cloud Infrastructure services. 

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/oracle-cloud-infrastructure-security-architecture.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to deploy a customized e commerce Web application using multiple virtual machines, block storage,
databases, load balancer and web application firewall. What cloud model can be used to host this application? 

A. Software as a Service (SaaS) 

B. Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

C. Anything as a Service (XaaS) 

D. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

Correct Answer: D 

https://www.oracle.com/cloud/what-is-iaas/ 

What Is IaaS? 

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) is a type of cloud service model in which computing resources are hosted 

in the cloud. Businesses can use the IaaS model to shift some or all of their use of on- premises or 

colocated data center infrastructure to the cloud, where it is owned and managed by a cloud provider. 

These infrastructure elements can include compute, network, and storage hardware as well as other 
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components and software. In the IaaS model, the cloud provider owns and operates the hardware and software and
also owns or leases the data center. When you have an IaaS solution, you rent the resources like compute or storage,
provision them when needed, and pay for the resources your organization consumes. For some resources such as
compute, you\\'ll pay for the resources you use. For others such as storage, you\\'ll pay for capacity. 

How Does IaaS Work? In a typical IaaS model, a business--which can be of any size--consumes services like compute,
storage, and databases from a cloud provider. The cloud provider offers those services by hosting hardware and
software in the cloud. The business will no longer need to purchase and manage its own equipment, or space to host
the equipment, and the cost will shift to a pay-as-you-go model. When the business needs less, it pays for less. And
when it grows, it can provision additional computing resources and other technologies in minutes. In contrast, in a
traditional on-premises scenario, a business manages and maintains its own data center. The business must invest in
servers, storage, software, and other technologies, and hire an IT staff or contractors to purchase, manage, and
upgrade all the equipment and licenses. The data center has to be built to meet peak demand, even though sometimes
workloads decline and those resources stand idle. Conversely, if the business grows quickly, the IT department might
struggle to keep up. Reference: https://www.oracle.com/in/cloud/what-is-iaas/ 
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